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MOVABLE GLASS WALL

Expand line-of-sight and improve space flexibility with our movable glass partition walls. Our collections include timber frame and frameless, and acoustical, sliding acoustical and ultra acoustical glass walls. Set along a single over-head track that eliminates the need for a floor groove, our movable glass walls are simple to operate and include tight interlocking panels for when you want privacy.
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Hufcor: The #1 Operable Partitions & Movable Glass Wall Company





Maximize space and increase use flexibility with Hufcor’s operable partitions and movable glass walls without compromising on acoustics and appearance. As the premier operable partition, movable glass wall and airwall company in the industry, we offer the latest in design and engineering. Whether you’re looking for movable glass walls that offer superior sound dampening, large glass panels that provide a wide line-of-sight without seams, or easily-movable partitions,  Hufcor has a solution.

 

See why Hufcor, Inc. is the most-installed operable partitions company in the world, providing best-in-class:
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Your Leading Operable Partition & Movable Glass Wall Company
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This site is best viewed in a modern browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge. Copyright © 2021 Hufcor, Inc.
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